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Ringtones now Announce Exactly Who is On the Phone; Novel Idea...

Talking ring tones are here to stay, and one California company is pushing their emergence.
Ring Tones can be informative, and not just pointless utterances.

Sacramento, Calif. (PRWEB) May 26, 2006 -- The evolution of ring tones have come full circle, from annoying
sounds, breaking the traditional silences of libraries and meeting rooms, into a functional tool for announcing
exactly who is on the phone.

The entertainment value of ring tones is widely recognized as the ‘new hot thing’. Evolution has taken a
moment to catch up, and now, Gottatone.com and the family of web sites (Just1.org, and Whoscallingme.com)
are making a real difference in what we hear while sitting at a bus stop, or standing in line at a bank. An actual
announcement of who is calling, is the new generation of ring tones, available only at the new
WhosCallingMe.com web site.

An effort of inspiration, these ring tones have been over a year in the development, while the market has been
growing up to meet it. Mere sounds and utterances have been the norm, with a recent supply of random
thoughts and phrases, to substitute as a call alert. Now, it is possible to actually have your friends or family’s
names announced when you phone starts ringing.

With an enormous database of over 600 names, and growing weekly, the WhosCallingMe.com web site is
poised to be the premiere site for delivery of Named Ring Tones, and that is not all. There is a complete line of
General Alert tones including ‘the office is calling’, and ‘your mom is calling’, as well as many more, to
complete the offer of making your Mobile Phone smart.

Key Elements:
Simple Delivery
Most Mobile Phones supported
Supporting the following carriers;

AT&TWireless
Bell Mobility
Cellular One
Cincinnati Bell
Cingular MMS
Cricket Wireless
Fido Wireless
O2 M-mail
Qwest
Rogers AT&T
SaskTelMobility
Sprint PCS
Suncom
T-Mobile
VerizonWireless
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This market is ever changing and growing, and we are set to meet those needs. Offering all of the major formats
from this site, we can deliver tones to most new phones, and many legacy handsets. Our labor has been one of
attention to detail, and we have made sure to develop tones that fit all needs.

About Gottatone.com
Gottatone.com is a California Company based in Sacramento. Gottatone.com specialized is audio production,
music production and content processing since 2000. Since the advent of this new technology, Gottatone.com
has been on top of each new advance and maintained a standard of quality that sets their tones far apart from all
others.
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Contact Information
Akiba Howard
GOTTATONE.COM
http://www.whoscallingme.com
916-393-6181

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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